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Abstract—Fountain codes are linear codes with low complexities. LT (Luby Transform) codes, which are a special class of
Fountain codes, are widely used in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) to increase the robustness of data storage and efficiency
of data retrieval. In this paper, we propose a novel LT codes
based Distributed Coding (LTDC) scheme for efficient distributed
storage in WSNs. In the proposed LTDC scheme, we use random
walks to disseminate sensed data from a source sensor node
to a random subset of sensor nodes by multicast. As long as
a data packet stops at an ending sensor node of a random
walk, the ending sensor node encodes this data packet in a main
packet (an encoded data packet) with a certain probability. By
adjusting the main packet with the un-encoded data packets, the
number of data packets encoded in the main packet follows the
distribution of LT codes. The data collector is able to decode
the original data by querying any subset of sensor nodes. The
theoretical analysis and simulation results have demonstrated
that the proposed LTDC scheme has lower data dissemination
cost and lower storage overhead, while maintains the same level
of fault tolerance as the original LT codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of a large number of sensor nodes, which has low CPU power, small
bandwidth, limited battery energy and limited storage space
[1]. In many applications, WSNs are usually deployed in a
challenging environment where human involvement is limited
[2]. In such environment, it is not feasible to set up a powered
base station with Internet connection. An approach is to use
mobile base station to perform data collection periodically [3].
The sensor nodes collaboratively store the sensed data over a
period of time by themselves. The mobile base station collects
the sensed data from the sensor nodes.
Due to limited energy and hostile environment, sensor nodes
may fail suddenly and unpredictably, resulting in the loss of
sensed data. To provide robust data retrieval, it is desirable to
distribute the sensed data throughout the network for redundant
storage [4], [5]. Thus, the mobile base station can retrieve the
sensed data from any subset of sensor nodes, even after some
sensor nodes have failed.
Coding is a powerful tool for redundant data storage.
Distributed coding, which distributes the encoding operations
to multiple nodes, has been widely used in WSNs [6]. Since
random linear codes are easily implemented in a distributed
way, many distributed coding schemes based on random linear
codes are proposed for distributed storage in WSNs (e.g., [7],
[8]). Random linear codes have high decoding complexity.
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Fountain codes are a promising solution to reduce the decoding
complexity in WSNs [9]. LT (Luby Transform) codes, which
are the first implementation of Fountain codes, are widely used
in WSNs.
Dimakis et al. [9] firstly addressed the problem of constructing Fountain codes for distributed storage. The fountain
codes are constructed over grid network by using geographic
routing. Kamar et al. [10] constructed special fountain codes
called growth codes to improve the data recovery at the base
station. Similar to the problem in [9], location information was
required. Each sensor node sent data to the base station and
should know its location.
Lin et al. [11] firstly used random walks to construct
Fountain codes in WSNs. Random walk is routing approach
without location information [12]. The authors proposed an
interesting scheme called Exact Distributed Fountain Codes
(EDFC). EDFC has high level of network reliability. However,
the storage overhead in EDFC is large for achieving the
expected code degree distribution.
Inspired by [11], many distributed schemes applied random
walks to construct Fountain codes in WSNs [13], [14], [15].
Kong et al. [13] proposed a LT Codes based Distributed
Storage (LTCDS) scheme. LTCDS has low storage overhead.
However, each data packet is disseminated to all sensor
nodes at least once, which cause high data transmission cost.
Jafarizadeh et al. [14] shared the same consideration in [13]
and proposed a distributed scheme, which consumed lower
data transmission cost than LTCDS. However, similar to [13],
the code degree distribution in each sensor node is unstable,
which may make the network reliability no so high.
To achieve high network reliability, meanwhile reduce both
the data storage overhead and the data dissemination cost, in
this paper, we propose a novel LT codes based Distributed
Coding (LTDC) scheme. In LTDC, each data packet is disseminated to a random subset of sensor nodes by random
walks. The main contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows.
• We proposed the LTDC scheme to improve the efficiency
of random walks in data dissemination by using a variant of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which only
requires local information available in each sensor node.
• The proposed LTDC scheme takes advantage of the
shared nature of wireless medium to reduce the data
dissemination cost in random walks by multicast.
• The proposed LTDC scheme reduces the storage overhead

•

significantly. Each sensor node encodes the stopping data
packets in a main packet with a certain probability,
without storing all the original stopping data packets.
The proposed LTDC scheme has high network reliability,
which maintains the same level of fault tolerance as the
original LT codes. By adjusting the main packet in each
sensor node, the number of data packets encoded in each
main packet follows the distribution of LT codes.

Note that EDFC [11] is the first to use random walks to
construct LT codes in WSNs. EDFC is influential and typical
due to the salient contribution of using Metropolis algorithm in
random walks for data dissemination, which not only reduces
the length of random walks, but also makes the number of data
packets for encoding follows the distribution of LT codes. In
the proposed LTDC scheme, we also use random walks to
construct LT codes and apply a variant of the MetropolisHastings algorithm to reduce the length of random walks.
However, the data dissemination method and data encoding
method in our LTDC are more efficient than EDFC, which
further reduces the data dissemination cost and the storage
overhead, meanwhile makes the number of data packets for
encoding follow the distribution of LT codes. To the best of
our knowledge, no previous scheme is compared with EDFC.
We will compare LTDC with EDFC in the evaluation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
preliminaries and system description are presented in Section
II and Section III, respectively. We present the proposed LT
Codes based Distributed Coding (LTDC) scheme in Section
IV. The performance evaluation is presented in Section V. We
conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Fountain Codes and LT Codes
Fountain codes are linear codes with low encoding and decoding complexities [9]. The encoded data packet is generated
by the exclusive-or (XOR) of a subset of data packets. The
original data packets can be decoded from any subset of the
encoded packets whose size is equal to or only slightly greater
than the number of original data packets.
LT (Luby Transform) codes [16] are the first implementation
of Fountain codes, which make Fountain codes work in
practice. By LT codes, √
K data packets can be decoded from
any subset of K + O( K ln2 (K/δ)) encoded data packets
with probability 1 − δ, where 0 < δ < 1. The encoding
and decoding complexities are both O(K ln(K/δ)). The code
degree which is regarded as an important parameter in LT
codes is defined as the number of data packets to generate an
encoded data packet.
In LT codes, the distribution of code degree follows the Robust Soliton distribution. Since the Robust Soliton distribution
is based on the Ideal Soliton distribution, we first introduce
the Ideal Soliton distribution. Let d denote the code degree of
an encoded data packet. The Ideal Soliton distribution for K
data packets is given by


ρ(i) =

1/K,
1/i(i − 1),

i = 1,
i = 2, 3, ..., K.

√
Let R = c ln(K/δ) K for some constant c > 0 and

i = 1, ..., K/R − 1,
 R/iK,
R ln(R/δ)/K, i = K/R,
τ (i) =

0,
i = K/R + 1, ..., K.
The Robust Soliton distribution for K data packets is defined
as follows.
ρ(i) + τ (i)
µ(i) =
,
(1)
β
PK
where β = i=1 (ρ(i) + τ (i)).
In the encoding process of LT codes, each encoded data
packet is generated independently. To generate an encoded
data packet, the encoder first chooses the code degree d from
the Robust Soliton distribution, and then randomly chooses d
distinct data packets from the K data packets. The encoded
data packet is the XOR of the d data packets. The decoding
process of LT codes is performed by using the Belief Propagation algorithm [17], which is computationally efficient.
B. Random walks on graphs
Random walks have been widely used for data dissemination in WSNs [12]. When using random walks to disseminate
a data packet, a source node i first chooses the next hop node
j randomly from the neighbors. When the data packet arrives
at node j, node j randomly chooses the next hop node u from
the neighbors, and so on.
A random walk corresponds to a time-reversible Markov
chain, since the choice of the next hop only depends on the
current node. If a random walk has sufficient length (i.e.,
sufficient steps), the distribution of the random walk stopping
at a particular node converges to the steady-state distribution
π = (π1 , π2 , ..., πi , ...) of the Markov chain, where πi is the
probability that a random walk stops at node i. The length of
the random walk should be minimized, since it is proportional
to the data dissemination cost. The minimal length of the
random walk to approximate the steady-state distribution can
be reduced by adjusting the transition matrix P = [pij ] of the
Markov chain, where pij is the probability that node i chooses
node j as a next hop. Some algorithms for the design of the
transition matrix P have been proposed to reach the steadystate distribution π, while performing as short as possible random walks [18]. The typical algorithms include the maximumdegree algorithm [19] and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
[20], which are easily adaptable to distributed implementation
in WSNs.
In this paper, we use a variant of the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm [20] to compute the transition matrix P = [pij ].
Consider a steady-state distribution π = (π1 , π2 , ..., πi , ...),
pij is computed as


 min(1/Di , πj /(Dj πi )), i 6= j and j ∈ N (i),
0, P
i 6= j and j ∈
/ N (i),
pij =

1 − i6=j pij ,
i = j,
(2)
where N (i) denotes the set of neighbors of node i, Di is the
node degree of node i. Note that each sensor node only needs
the local information ( i.e., the steady-state probabilities and
the node degrees of its neighbors) to calculate the transition
probability pij . The transition probabilities pij (j ∈ N (i))
entries in the transition matrix P local to node i are referred to
as the probabilistic forwarding table. Each sensor node chooses
the next hops according to the probabilistic forwarding table.
The length of the random walk to approximate the steady-state
distribution π depends on the second largest eigenvalue |λ2 |
of P as O(log N/(1 − |λ2 |)), where |λ2 | has been proved to
be less than one [21].
III. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
We model a WSN as a random geometric graph G(N, r),
where N sensor nodes are distributed uniformly at random in
a finite region, and two sensor nodes can directly communicate
if their distance is within the transmission range r. Each
sensor node has B buffers to store data packets, denoted by
b1 , b2 ,..., bB (i.e., the buffer size of each sensor node is
B). Each buffer can store only one data packet. Consider
that a subset of K sensor nodes, referred to as the source
nodes, generate sensed data periodically. A time period T
consists of three time intervals: data sensing time interval, data
dissemination time interval and data collection time interval.
At the beginning, each source node generates an equal length
data packet containing the sensed data over the sensing time
interval. In the data dissemination interval, the data packets are
disseminated to a random subset of sensor nodes for encoding
by random walks. A data packet stops at an ending sensor
node of a random walk. In the data collection time interval,
a mobile base station queries any subset of sensor nodes to
collect data and performs decoding on the collected data.
Due to the randomization introduced by random walks,
the number of distinct data packets stopping at a sensor
node is uncertain. This number usually does not equal to the
code degree d generated from the Robust Soliton distribution.
Consider that the expected number of distinct data packets
stopping at a sensor node is more than the generated code
degree d. Thus, the sensor node can randomly choose d distinct
data packets from all the stopping data packets to do encoding.
We define expected degree as the expected number of distinct data packets stopping at a sensor node. And, define actual
degree as the actual number of distinct data packets stopping
at a sensor node. We use ed and ad to denote the expected
degree and the actual degree in a sensor node with generated
code degree d, respectively. Consider that the expected degree
is larger than or equals to the generated code degree, i.e.,
ed ≥ d (d = 1, ..., K). Let xd denote the redundancy for
generated code degree d, where ed = d + xd and xd ≥ 0.
By choosing a sufficiently large xd , the probability that the

actual number of stopping distinct data packets being less than
d (i.e., ad < d) can be made arbitrarily small. Therefore, the
distribution of the number of data packets used in encoding can
be arbitrarily close to the Robust Soliton degree distribution.
Note that two critical parameters should be computed before data dissemination, which are the number of random
walks launched from each source node and the steady-state
distribution. We use the methods in [11] to compute the two
parameters.
Let w denote the number of random walks launched from
each source node. The number of sensor nodes with generated
code degree d in the network is N µ(d), where µ(d) is the
probability that a sensor node has generated code degree d,
as defined in equation (1). The expected number of distinct
data packets stopping at a sensor node with generated code
degree d is ed . Thus, the total number
PK of distinct data packets
stopping at the sensor nodes is d=1 N µ(d)ed , which equals
to the number of data packets disseminated from the K source
nodes. That is,
K
X
N µ(d)ed = wK.
d=1

Then,

PK

N µ(d)ed
.
(3)
K
We show how to compute the steady-state distribution π =
(π1 , π2 , ..., πK ), where πd is the probability that a data packet
stops at a sensor node with generated code degree d. Since
the total number of data packets disseminated from all source
nodes is wK, the expected number of data packets stopping
at this node is wKπd . At the same time, the expected number
of data packets stopping at this node also equals to ed . From
equation (3), the stopping probability πd can be computed as
w=

d=1

πd = PK

i=1

ed
N µ(i)ei

.

(4)

IV. P ROPOSED LT CODES BASED D ISTRIBUTED C ODING
SCHEME

In this section, we propose a novel LT codes based
Distributed Coding (LTDC) scheme for efficient distributed
storage in WSNs. LTDC consists of two processes: data
dissemination process and data encoding process. In the data
dissemination process, we use random walks to disseminate a
data packet from a source node to a random subset of sensor
nodes by multicast. In the data encoding process, each sensor
node encodes the stopping data packets in a main packet with
a certain probability, without storing all the stopping data
packets.
Before the data dissemination and data encoding processes,
network initiation is necessary to compute the parameters. The
network initiation includes four steps, which are summarized
as follows.
Step 1: Degree generation. Each sensor node independently
generates a code degree d (d = 1, 2, ..., K) from the Robust
Soliton distribution in equation (1).
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Source node 0 disseminates the data packet to the next hops.

Step 2: Steady-state distribution computation. Each sensor
node computes the steady-state distribution by equation (4).
Step 3: Probabilistic forwarding table computation. Each
sensor node computes the probabilistic forwarding table by
equation (2) based on the steady-state distribution computed
in Step 2.
Step 4: Number of random walks computation. Each source
node computes the number of launched random walks by
equation (3).
A. Data dissemination
In the data dissemination process, each source node disseminates its generated data packet to w random selected sensor
nodes through w random walks by multicast. Let L denote
the length of each random walk. A data packet is transmitted
for L steps in a random walk, and finally stops at an ending
sensor node at the last step. In each step of the random walks
launched by a source node, the sensor node first chooses the
next hops, then multicasts the data packet to all the next
hops. The next hops are chosen independently according to
the probabilistic forwarding table. Let tkij denote the number
of times that node i chooses node j as a next hop in the k th
steps of the random walks. As an example shown in Fig. 1
(a), source node 0 launches five random walks by multicast.
In the first step, source node 0 chooses nodes 1 and 2 as the
next hops twice respectively (i.e., t101 = t102 = 2), and chooses
node 3 as the next hop once (i.e., t103 = 1). It multicasts
the data packet to all the next hops in a single transmission.
Multicast reduces the data transmission times significantly.
Without multicast, source node 0 disseminates the data packet
to the next hops independently. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), source
node 0 disseminates the data packet to nodes 1 and 2 twice,
and to node 3 once. It needs five transmission times.
Note that tkij is also referred to as the number of random
walks assigned to node j from node i in the k th step, since
tkij random walks from node i will go through node j. The
value of k in tkij is also referred to as the step counter for the
assigned random walks. When k = L, i.e., the data packet in
the assign random walks has been transmitted for L steps, node
j will stop the assigned random walks without transmitting
the data packet to other nodes, i.e., the data packet in the
assigned random walks stops at node j. When sensor node i
chooses itself tkii times as the next hops, if k < L in tkii , before
multicasting the data packet, it continues to choose the next
hops tkii times and increases the step counter by one.
To enjoy the shared nature of wireless medium, we design
a new data structure for the data packet generated from the
source node to encapsulate the sensed data, as shown in Fig. 2.

Node j ’ s Assigned random
walks
ID
Forwarding task to node j

Fig. 2.

Data structure of the data packet in node i.

The source node’s ID is to identify each data packet. We use
a forwarding header to assign the forwarding tasks to the next
hops. The forwarding header (in bits) is much smaller than the
sensed data (in bits). Let F t(ij) denote the forwarding task
from node i to node j, which contains the next hop’s ID (i.e.,
node j’s ID) and the assigned random walks tkij .
When node j receives a data packet from node i, it will
perform the following steps.
Step 1: Node j checks the assigned random walks in F t(ij)
(e.g., the value of tkij and the value of k). If k = L in tkij , the
tkij assigned random walks stop at node j.
Step 2: Node j calculates the number of random walks that
can be assigned to the next hops. Let mij denote the number
of random walks in F t(ij) that can be assigned to the next
hops. mij equals to
X
mij =
tkij .
(5)
1≤k<L

Step 3: Node j chooses mij next hops. Each next hop is
chosen independently according to the probabilistic forwarding
table. The step counters are increased by one.
Step 4: Node j updates the forwarding header in the data
packet by attaching the next hops’ ID and the assigned random
walks.
Step 5: Node j multicasts the data packet to all the next
hops simultaneously in a single transmission.
If node j receives another data packet from node v before
step 5, it will check that if this data packet has the same
source node’s ID as the data packet received from node i. If
they have the same source node’s ID, node j will merge the
two received packets by merging the two forwarding tasks
F t(i, j) and F t(v, j). Node j repeats step 1, step 2 and
step 3 to F t(v, j) by checking the assigned random walks
in F t(v, j), calculating mvj for F t(v, j), and independently
choosing mvj next hops. Node j merges these next hops’ID
and the assigned random walks from F t(v, j) with that from
F t(i, j) into one forwarding header in one data packet. Then
Step 5 is performed to multicast the data packet to all the next
hops.
The data dissemination method in LTDC reduces the data
transmission times significantly. As an example shown in
Fig. 3, source node 0 launches five random walks. The length
of each random walk is two. The transmission times in LTDC
is 4. In the data dissemination method of the EDFC scheme
[11], each random walk is launched independently. For the
same data dissemination case in Fig. 3, the transmission times
in EDFC is 10. Note that in both multicast and unicast, the
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Fig. 3. Source node 0 launches five random walks. The length of each
random walk is 2. The transmission times in EDFC is 4

next hops are chosen from the neighbors of the sensor nodes.
The next hops are chosen independently according to the
probabilistic forwarding table. Thus, the probability that a
neighbor is chosen as a next hop by multicast is the same
as that by unicast.
B. Data encoding
The stopping data packets in a sensor node for encoding
are generated from different source nodes. The j th distinct
stopping data packet in a sensor node is denoted as cj (e.g.,
c1 is the first stopping data packet).
1) Encoding method: As long as a data packet stops at an
ending sensor node in a random walk (i.e., a data packet is
forwarded for L steps in a random walk), the ending sensor
node at the last step encodes this data packet in a main packet
with a certain probability. For a node i with generated code
degree d, the main packet is an encoded data packet which is
aimed at encoding d data packets randomly chosen from all
the distinct stopping data packets. The distinct stopping data
packets which are not encoded in the main packet are stored
as the backup packets. The main packet in node i is denoted as
fi . Each distinct stopping data packet is encoded in the main
packet fi with probability edd . If a data packet is encoded
in the main packet fi , the corresponding source node’s IDs
is also attached in fi . Let C(fi ) denote the number of data
packets encoded in fi . Since the actual number of distinct
stopping data packets in node i is ad , the number of data
packets encoded in the main packet fi equals to
C(fi ) =

d
· ad .
ed

(6)

Since the actual degree ad usually does not equal to the
expected degree ed , C(fi ) usually does not equal to d. Each
sensor node uses the backup packets to adjust the main packet
fi . Let Sb denote the set of backup packets. The number of
backup packets equals to
|Sb | = ad − C(fi ).

fi = c1 ⊕ c3 ⊕ c6 ⊕ c4 ⊕ c5

fi = fi ⊕ c4 ⊕ c5

2
7 t27 = 1

2
t26
=1

Adjust

(7)

If the main packet fi encodes less than d data packets, node
i will choose some backup packets to adjust fi , i.e., node i will
choose some backup packets to encode in fi . Let 4fi denote
the number of backup packets for adjusting. After encoding
4fi backup packets in fi , the number of data packets encoded
in fi equals to d (or is the closest to d). There are three cases
about ad : 1) ed ≥ ad ≥ d; 2) ad < d; 3) ad > ed . Let 4l fi
denote the number of backup packets that should be encoded
in fi in the lth case.

In the first case ed ≥ ad ≥ d, from equation (6), C(fi ) ≤ d,
i.e., the number of data packets encoded in the main packet
fi is less than or equals to d. The number of backup packets
that should be encoded in fi is
41 fi = d − C(fi ).

(8)

Since ad ≥ d, from equations (7) and (8), we obtain
41 fi ≤ |Sb |.

(9)

That is, the number of backup packets for adjusting is no more
than |Sb |. Node i will randomly choose 41 fi backup packets
from Sb to encode in fi . After encoding 41 fi backup packets,
fi encodes d packets.
We take an example to show the data encoding method in
the first case when ed ≥ ad ≥ d. In node i, the generated code
degree is d = 5, the expected degree is ed = 8, and the actual
degree is ad = 6. The stopping data packets are c1 , c2 , ..., c7 .
Each data packet is encoded in fi with probability 85 . As shown
in Fig. 4, fi encodes three data packets c1 , c3 , c6 . The set of
backup packets is Sb = {c2 , c4 , c5 }. Since C(fi ) = 3 and
d = 5, the number of backup packets that should be encoded
in fi is 4l fi = 2. Thus, node i chooses c4 and c5 from Sb to
encode in fi . After adjusting, fi encodes 5 data packets.
In the second case ad < d, the number of all distinct
stopping data packets in node i is less than d. To make C(fi )
the closest to d, all the backup packets are encoded in fi . The
number of backup packets for adjusting is
42 fi = |Sb |.

(10)

After adjusting, fi encodes all the distinct stopping data
packets. C(fi ) is the closest to d.
In the third case ad > ed , from equation (6), C(fi ) > d, i.e.,
the number of data packets encoded in fi will be larger than
d. Thus, node i stops to encode any data packets in fi when
fi has encoded d data packets. In this case, no backup packets
are encoded in fi . That is, the number of backup packets for
adjusting is
43 fi = 0.
(11)
During data collection, the sensor nodes queried by the
mobile base station will upload the main packets. The data
packets encoded in the main packets affect the decoding of
the original data packets. In EDFC [11], the d data packets for
encoding are randomly chosen from all the distinct stopping
data packets. We show that the probability of a stopping data
packet being encoded in the main packet in LTDC is the same
as that in EDFC through the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The probability of a stopping data packet being
encoded in the main packet in LTDC is the same as that in
EDFC.

Proof. Let PE and PL denote the probability of a stopping
data packet cj being encoded in the main packet fi in EDFC
and LTDC, respectively. We prove that PE = PL .
In EDFC, each sensor node randomly chooses d data
packets from the ad distinct stopping data packets to encode
in the main packet. If ad ≥ d, PE = add . If ad < d, all the
distinct stopping data packets are encoded in the main packet,
i.e., PE = 1.
In LTDC, a stopping data packet cj may be encoded in the
main packet fi directly after being received, or may be stored
as a backup packet and then chosen to encode in fi . Let PLd
denote the probability that cj is encoded in fi directly and
PLb denote the probability that cj is encoded in fi after being
stored as a backup packet. Note that PLd = edd and cj is stored
as a backup packet with probability 1 − edd . If ed ≥ ad ≥ d
(i.e., the first case), 41 fi backup packets are chosen from the
|Sb | backup packets to encode in fi . Then,
PLb = (1 −

d 41 fi
)(
).
ed |Sb |

(12)

Form equations (6), (7), (8) and (12), we can obtain
PL = PLd + PLb =

d
.
ad

(13)

If ad > ed (i.e., the third case), none of the backup packets
is chosen to encode in fi (i.e., PLb = 0). The probability that
cj is encoded in fi directly is PLd = edd . If ed stopping data
packets have been received, cj is not encoded in fi since fi has
encoded d packets. cj is encoded in fi only if cj is received
before the sensor node has received ed distinct stopping data
packets. The probability that cj is the first received ed distinct
stopping data packets is eead . Thus,
PL =

ed
d
· PLd =
.
ea
ad

(14)

From equations (13) and (14), we obtain PL = PE if ad ≥ d
(i.e., the first and third cases). If ad < d (i.e., the second case),
all the distinct stopping data packets are encoded in fi , i.e.,
PL = 1. That is PL = PE . 
Since the mobile base station decodes the data packets based
on the collected main packets, Theorem 1 implies that the data
decoding ratios in LTDC and EDFC are almost the same. We
will further evaluate the decoding ratios of LTDC and EDFC
in the simulation.
2) Bounds of the number of backup packets for adjusting:
We show the bounds of the number of backup packets for
adjusting in LTDC.
From equations (9), (10) and (11), the number of backup
packets that should be encoded in fi is
0 ≤ 4fi ≤ |Sb |.

(15)

Note that the sensor nodes choose backup packets to adjust fi
in the first and second cases when ad ≤ ed . When ad ≤ ed ,
from equation (6), equation (7) can be converted into
ad
· (ed − d).
(16)
|Sb | =
ed

Since ad ≤ ed and ed −d = xd , from equation (16), we obtain
|Sb | ≤ xd .

(17)

From equations (15) and (17), we obtain the bound of 4fi
as
0 ≤ 4fi ≤ xd .

(18)

That is, in LTDC, the number of backup packets for adjusting
is an integer varying from 0 to xd .
3) Storage of the backup packets: Note that only in the
first and second cases when ad ≤ ed , the sensor nodes should
choose the backup packets to encode in fi . We consider the
backup packets storage in the first and second cases when
ad ≤ ed .
Without encoding the backup packets, each buffer can store
only one backup packet. Node i needs |Sb | buffers to store
the set of backup packets Sb . To adjust fi , node i randomly
chooses 4fi backup packets to encode in fi . 4fi is an integer
from 1 to |Sb |.
The storage overhead can be further reduced by encoding
the backup packets as encoded data packets. Let fk0 denote
the encoded backup packet that are stored in buffer bk , k =
1, 2, ..., B − 1. The main packet fi is stored in buffer bB . The
number of backup packets encoded in fk0 (1 ≤ k ≤ B − 1)
should satisfy
C(fk0 ) ≤ 2k−1 .
(19)
Let c0j denote the j th received backup packet in Sb , j =
1, 2, ..., |Sb |. The backup packets are encoded in the encoded
0
. That is, the first backup packet
packets from f10 to fB−1
0
is encoded in f1 , then the next received backup packets are
encoded in f20 until C(fk0 ) = 2 and so on.
Node i chooses some encoded backup packets which encode
4fi backup packets to encode in fi . After adjusting, the main
packet is
fi = fi ⊕ fp0 1 · · · ⊕ fp0 r ,
(20)
where
C(fp0 1 ) + · · · C(fp0 r ) = 4fi ,

(21)

fp0 j is the chosen encoded backup packet, pj is the sequence
number of fp0 j , r is the total number of chosen encoded backup
packets, j = 1, ..., r.
0
Note that unless the last encoded backup packet fB−1
which
may encode less than 2B−1 backup packets, each fk0 encodes
2k−1 backup packets, k = 1, 2, ..., B − 2. For the sake of
0
convenience,
that if there is C(fk0 ) = C(fB−1
)
P we consider
0
(or
C(fk0 ) = C(fB−1
)), fk0 (or the combination
k∈{1,..,B−2}

of C(fk0 ), k ∈ {1, .., B − 2} ) has the priority to be encoded
0
in fi . That is fB−1
is encoded in fi only if it encodes 2B−1
backup packets. Thus, equation (21) can be represented as
4fi = v1 20 + v2 21 + · · · + vB−1 2B−2 ,
where


vk =

1, fk0 is encoded in fi ,
0, otherwise.

(22)

(23)

f1' = c1'

f 2' = c2' ⊕ c3'

b1

b2

b3

(a)
f1' = c1'

f 2' = c2' ⊕ c3'

b1

b2

fi
b4

Sb = 7
f3' = c4' ⊕ c5' ⊕ c6' ⊕ c7'

b3

(b)
Fig. 5.

f3' = c4' ⊕ c5' ⊕ c6' ⊕ c7'

f 4' = c8'

fi

b4

b5

Sb = 8

The backup packets are stored as encoded data packets in node i.

We show that 4fi in equation (22) can represent the
integers from 1 to |Sb |. The B − 1 encoded backup packets
encode |Sb | backup packets. That is
0
C(f10 ) + · · · + C(fB−1
) = |Sb |.

(24)

Since C(fk0 ) ≤ 2k−1 (k = 1, ..., B − 1), we have
0
C(f10 ) + · · · + C(fB−1
) ≤ 20 + · · · + 2B−2 .

(25)

From equations (24) and (25), we obtain
|Sb | ≤ 2B−1 − 1.

(26)

From equation (26), |Sb | < 2B−1 . Thus, each of the integers
from 1 to |Sb | can be represented by the (B − 1)-bit binary.
If 2k is converted to binary digit, 4fi in equation (22) is the
(B − 1)-bit binary, in which vk is the value in the k th place
of the (B − 1)-bit binary. Therefore, 4fi in equation (22) can
represent the integers from 1 to |Sb |.
Fig 5 shows how to encode the sets of backup packets Sb =
{c01 , c02 , ..., c07 } and Sb = {c01 , c02 , ..., c08 }. We can see that in
Fig 5 (a) (or Fig 5 (b)), each of the integers from 1 to 7 (or 8)
can be represented by the combination of C(fi0 ) (i ∈ {1, ..., 7
(or 8)}.
4) Storage overhead: We consider the storage overhead
as the number of buffers for storing the data packets. If the
backup packets are not encoded, node i should store |Sb | + 1
packets, which include |Sb | backup packets and one main
packet. Node i needs B = |Sb | + 1 buffers for storage. From
equation (17), since |Sb | ≤ xd , the upper bound of storage
overhead in node i is xd + 1. The buffer size of each sensor
node is set to maximum{xd } + 1.
By encoding the backup packets, node i stores B − 1
encoded backup packets and one main packet. Node i needs
B buffers for storage. Since B is an integer, from equation
(26) we obtain
B = dlog2 (|Sb | + 1)e + 1.

(27)

That is, node i needs dlog2 (|Sb | + 1)e + 1 buffers to store the
encoded backup packets and main packet. Since |Sb | ≤ xd ,
the upper bound of storage overhead in node i is dlog2 (xd +
1)e + 1. The buffer size of each sensor node is set to
dlog2 (maximum{xd } + 1)e + 1. Thus, encoding the backup
packets further reduces the buffer size of sensor nodes.
Note that the storage overhead in LTDC (both the cases of
un-encoding and encoding the backup packets) are less than
that in EDFC [11], since each sensor node does not store all the

original distinct stopping data packets in LTDC. In EDFC [11],
each sensor node should first store all the distinct stopping data
packets, then randomly chooses d data packets to do encoding.
For a sensor node with code degree d, the number of all the
distinct stopping data packets is ad . Including the encoded data
packet, the storage overhead in EDFC is ad +1. The buffer size
of each sensor node in EDFC should be maximum{ad } + 1 =
maximum{xd + d} + 1 = K + 1.
5) Effect of the redundancy of code degree: We have shown
that the upper bound of storage overhead in node i depends on
the redundancy xd . From equation (3), since ed = d + xd , the
number of data packets disseminated from the source nodes
also depends on the redundancy xd . Thus, the upper bound of
storage overhead and the number of disseminated data packets
can be reduced by reducing the redundancy xd . However, a
small value of xd may result in that the actual number of
distinct stopping data packets in many sensor nodes are less
than the generated code degree (i.e., ad < d).
Let Pr(ad < d) denote the probability that the sensor
nodes with generated code degree d receive less than d
distinct stopping data packets. Lin et al. [11] have √
proved that
Pr(ad < d) decreases exponential as O((d + xd )/ K) and
d−1  
X
K j
Pr(ad < d) =
p (1 − p)K−j ,
(28)
j
j=0
where p = 1 − e−(d+xd )/K when N → ∞.
Our objective is to minimize the upper bound of storage
overhead in each sensor node, and also minimize the data
dissemination cost which is governed by the number of disseminated data packets. Therefore, the optimization objective
is to minimize xd , subject to the constrains that the probability
P r(ad < d) should be sufficiently low for d = 1, ..., K. The
optimization problem is formulated as follows.
minimize xd
subject to

Pr(ad < d) ≤ δd
xd ≥ 0
for d = 1, ..., K,

(29)

where δd is a small constant and Pr(ad < d) is given in
equation (28).
The optimization problem in equation (29) can be solved
off-line before network deployment [11]. Therefore, its complexity is not a main concern. Each generated code degree d
has a optimal expected degree ed . The network initiation can
be set according to the suitable optimal values of expected
degrees.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We evaluate the performance of the proposed LTDC scheme
by simulations. Since EDFC [11] is well-known and typical,
we compare LTDC with EDFC in the simulations. We compare LTDC with EDFC on data dissemination cost, storage
overhead and decoding ratio.
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We distribute the sensor nodes uniformly on a unit square.
We set the number of sensor nodes as N = 1000 and the
number of source nodes as K = 100. The transmission range
r = 0.08, and LTDC is in the case of encoding the backup
packets in most experiments with exceptions explicitly stated.
The parameters in equation (1) for the generated degree are
set as δ = 0.05 and c = 0.02. When the mobile base
station performs data collection, the queried sensor nodes
upload the main packets. The mobile base station decodes the
collected data by using the Belief Propagation algorithm [17].
To mitigate randomness, for each data point in all figures, we
show the average and the 95% confidence interval from 100
independent experiments.
A. Data dissemination cost
We consider the data dissemination cost as the energy
consumption for disseminating the data packets from the
source nodes to a random subset of sensor nodes. The data
dissemination cost mainly depends on the energy consumption
for data sending and data receiving in each data transmission.
Since the energy consumption for data receiving are the same
in LTDC and EDFC, we compare LTDC with EDFC on energy
consumption for data sending by varying the length of random
walks. The energy consumption for sending a data packet is
set as 120 nJ. As shown in Fig. 6, the data dissemination
cost in the proposed LTDC scheme is lower than that in
EDFC. This is because in EDFC each random walk is launched
independently from a source node, while in the proposed
LTDC scheme all the random walks from a source node
is launched simultaneously by multicast. Multicast in LTDC
reduces the data transmission times significantly, which results
in the reduction of energy consumption.
B. Storage overhead
We compare LTDC with EDFC on storage overhead in the
sensor nodes. We consider the storage overhead as the number
of buffers for storing the data packets. The storage overhead in
EDFC depends on the actual number of distinct stopping data
packets (i.e., ad ). The storage overhead in LTDC depends on
the number of backup packets. In LTDC, we show the storage
overhead both in the cases of encoding and un-encoding the
backup packets. Fig. 7 shows the storage overhead by varying

Fig. 7.
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the actual number of distinct stopping data packets in the
sensor nodes. The storage overheads in LTDC (both the cases
of encoding and un-encoding the backup packets) are much
lower than that in EDFC, since in LTDC the sensor nodes do
not store all the distinct stopping data packets while in EDFC
they have to. Specially, encoding the backup packets in LTDC
reduces the storage overhead much more significantly. The
storage overhead in the case of encoding the backup packets
in LTDC maintains low as the number of distinct stopping
data packets increases.
C. Decoding ratio
To evaluate the fault tolerance of the proposed LTDC
scheme, similar to that considered in [11], we define the
decoding ratio Rd as
Kd
,
K
where Kd is the number of sensor nodes that should be queried
by the mobile base station for successful decoding, K is the
number of source nodes. The fewer sensor nodes that are
required for querying to decode all the data packets, a higher
percentage of sensor nodes are allowed to fail.
We compare LTDC with EDFC on the decoding ratio. Fig. 8
shows the decoding ratio by varying the length of each random
walk. Since the decoding ratios in the two schemes are very
close, we use histogram to show them clearly. To show the
degree of fault tolerance, we also show the decoding ratio
Rd =

of the centralized LT codes. The two dashed lines represent
the 95% confidence interval for the decoding ratio of the
centralized LT codes. For both LTDC and EDFC, the decoding
ratios decrease as the length of each random walk increases.
The decoding ratios stay stationary on a certain value if the
length of random walk exceeds a threshold. This is because the
random walk approaches the steady-state distribution when the
length increases. In Fig. 8, when the length of random walk
is larger than 200, the decoding ratio stays stationary around
1.07, which implies that LTDC and EDFC achieve the same
degree of fault tolerance as the original centralized LT codes.
We also can see from Fig. 8, the decoding ratios in LTDC
and EDFC are almost the same, since the probabilities of a
stopping data packet being encoded in the main packet in the
two schemes are similar. This fact is also stated in the proof
of Theorem 1.
If some sensor nodes fail, the total number of sensor nodes
N and the number of source nodes K decrease. It is not
feasible to update K and N to all sensor nodes whenever they
change. The sensor nodes will overestimate the values of N
and K. We also evaluate the decoding ratio of LTDC under this
condition. Successful decoding is still achieved when K and
N decrease. The decoding ratio maintains low (around 1.07)
when only N decreases, while it increases as K decreases. Due
to the space limitation, we do not show the results in detail.
To maintain a low decoding ratio, we can let the sensor nodes
take turns to act as the source nodes, which can guarantee that
the number K is not too small. Update N and K periodically
is also a reasonable method to maintain a low decoding ratio
[11], [13].
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel LT codes based Distributed
Coding (LTDC) scheme for efficient distributed storage in
WSNs. In LTDC, we apply random walks by multicast to
improve the efficiency of data dissemination. During data
encoding, the sensor node encodes the data packet in a
main packet with a certain probability, without storing all the
original stopping data packets. The number of encoded data
packets in the main packet follows the distribution of LT codes.
The mobile base station is able to decode the original data
by querying any subset of sensor nodes (at least K sensor
nodes). The comprehensive performance evaluation has been
conducted through computer simulation. It is shown that the
proposed LTDC scheme has lower dissemination cost and
lower storage overhead while maintains the same level of fault
tolerance as the original LT codes.
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